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Abstract 
Let  be two disconnecting arc and  be a continuous map . Suppose has a fixed point 
and a periodic point of period n for some odd integer .Then for every integer  ,  has a 
periodic point of period  . If  have periodic points of period  and  where  are odd integer 
numbers , then the set of periodic points are infinite . Finally , if the set of periodic points is finite , then 
there are two integers  and  with  and  such that the set of period is . 
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ةصلاخلا 
 نكتلS سوق  نينثاب لوصفملاو   . ةرمتسم ةلادنكتلو   اهلاود ةيرود ةطقن و ةتباث ةطقناهر   دادعلاا ضعبل
 ةيدرفلا ةحيحصلا  ةحيحصلا دادعلاا لكل هناف . ,   كمتمتد اهل ةيرود ةطقناواهر  .  تناك اذا  طاقن اهل
 اهارود ةيرود و ثيح  ةيرودلا طاقنلا ةعومجم اذا , اريخا . ةيهتنم ريغ نوكت ةيرودلا طاقنلا ةعومجم ناف , ةحيحص دادعا
ناحيحص ناددع دجوي هناف , ةيهتنم نوكت و    عم   و  اهتارود ةعومجم نا ثيحب . 
 
ةيحاتفملا تاممكلا .نينثاب لوصفملا سوق , يرودلا راسملا , ةيرودلا ةطقنلا : 
 
1.Introduction 
In the recent years, many papers (and even some books) studied the periodic 
points on one dimensional spaces , for examples Real interval and circle etc.) . 
 ( Sarkovskii ,1964) proved that if  continuous map and  has periodic 
point of period  then  has a periodic points of  when  ( in Sharkovskii's 
ordering). (Bolck 1980,1981) improved the theorem sarkovski to maps of the circle . 
(Bolck, 1980) proves that if has a fixed point and  has periodic point of period  , 
then for every integer  ,  has a periodic point of period  .(Alseda et al.,1990) 
introduced new space which called it disconnecting interval .  
In our work , we define a new space  , we call it two disconnecting arc . The set 
of periodic points studied on the new space . 
 
2.Preliminary  
In this section , we introduce the definitions and notations which we use in this 
work. Frist , we define a new space . 
Let  be a topological space.  We say that X has two disconnecting arc if 
such that  is an open subset of  homeomorphic with an open interval of 
and for every  connected component of  which contains J then for all  
the set has at least two connected components. 
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Definition 2.1 
Let   with  .We write  or  to denote the closed , 
open , or half-open arc from a counterclockwise to b. 
Definition 2.2 
Let  and be proper closed arcs on  and let  be a continuous map. We say  f-
covers  if for some closed arc , .  
Definition 2.3  
The orbit of  is the set of points  , and is denoted by 
 where . If  is a periodic point of period n ,then 
we say that orbit of  is a periodic orbit of period n. We denoted the set of periodic points by 
.  
Now we define the fixed point and periodic point on . 
Definition 2.4 
We say that  is a fixed point of  if , where  is the length of  and 
. And  is a periodic point if . 
Definition 2.5 
 Let , we say that  if  follows counterclockwise to  .  
Definition 2.6: 
We say that  is monotone if  has one of these properties : increasing or decreasing. 
1)We say that  is increasing map if   such that , then 
. 
2) We say that  is decreasing map if  such that , then 
. 
Definition 2.7:   
Let  and let  be a periodic orbit of  of period n. We say  is 
labeled in order if for ,  and   . In 
this case we define the arcs determined by to be the n closed  arcs 
. 
 
3.Main Result: 
In this section , we prove some propositions and a theorem which study the 
periodic points on the two disconnecting arc space. 
Proposition 3.1 :  
Let  be a continuous map and let L be proper closed arc on  with endpoints 
and .Suppose that  and  and .Then if  is increasing 
then covers  and if  is decreasing then covers . 
Proof: Let . Since . Then . Let a be a closed 
element in  such that . Let  . Since 
. Then . Let b be closed element in  such that .We 
have and if  ,then  and . If 
 .Since  is increasing, then  ,and hence covers  
or  is decreasing ,then  ,and hence covers . 
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Proposition 3.2 
Let  be a continuous map . Let  and  be proper closed arcs on  such that  
f-covers . Suppose  is a closed arc with . Then  f-covers .  
Proof. By definition 2.2 , there is a closed arc  with . Let 
There are points  and  such that  and  and 
. Let  be the closed arc with endpoints and  such that .By proposition 
3.1 either covers  or covers . Since  and ,  
cannot -cover . Hence covers .Since , covers 
. 
Proposition 3.3 
Let  be a continuous map . Suppose  is a proper closed arc on  such that  
f-covers  . Then  has a fixed point in . 
Proof: By definition 2.2 , for some closed arc  with . There are points 
 and  such that and  are the two endpoints of . Let  be the closed arc 
with endpoints a and b such that . By continuity  has a fixed point in . 
Proposition 3.4  
Suppose that  be a continuous map. and suppose  are proper 
closed arcs on S such that  -covers for , and  -covers  
.Then there is a periodic point y of  such that . 
Proof: Since .Then there is  such that 
. Then if  , then  and so  
, thus by induction on n, . Since  -covers ,  .Then by 
proposition 3.3, covers .Thus  has a fixed point on , and then  has a fixed 
point .That is  has a periodic point of period . 
Proposition 3.5 
Let  be a continuous map. Let  a periodic orbit of  of 
odd period . Suppose is labeled in order and let  be the arcs 
determined by . Suppose that for some and  with and 
,  does not f-cover  for all with , and  does not 
-cover  for all with . Then . 
Proof: Suppose that . Let  ,then  and let  , then 
. Then . Let  and  . Then 
 and .  
If  for some  then by hypothesis and proposition(3.1), 
 ,and hence .Which 
contradiction the fact that  is a periodic orbit . This implies that  for all 
. Thus .In the same way we can prove that . Since  maps  
onto  we have and .Thus  and  have the same number of 
elements. Since by assumption  and  this contradicts the fact 
that  has an odd number of elements. From this we get . 
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Proposition 3.6 
Suppose  be a continuous map and  aperiodic orbit  
of odd period . Suppose  is labeled in order and let  be the arcs 
determined by . Suppose also that  has a fixed point . Then  has a fixed point y 
with the property that if   is the arc determined by  with  , there is some 
with  such that  f-covers . 
Proof: Suppose that . Since the  conclusion of the proposition holds with 
 .So suppose that for each   does not f-covers . Let  be the 
smallest positive integer such that if  ,then . Note that , 
so . In particular  Since  does not -covers , 
it follows from Proposition3.1 and Proposition3.2   -covers . By 
Proposition3.3  has a fixed point  . Since  does not f-covers  for all 
 ,it follows from proposition3.5 that for some  with 
 ,  -covers . 
 
Proposition 3.7 
Let  be a continuous map and let  be a periodic orbit of   of period  
where . Suppose that  is a collection of closed arcs with  
such that 
1)  For each  ,there are no elements of P in , 
2) If  , , 
3) If  the endpoints of  are in , 
4) if b is an endpoint of , either or , where  is the length 
of  and , 
5) for each , -covers , 
6)  -covers  and  f-covers . 
 Then for any positive integer n > s,  has a periodic point of period n. 
Proof: Let .Suppose that  , since  is a periodic orbit of   of period 
.Then  has a periodic points of period k . Let 
. By 
proposition (3.4 ) there is a periodic point y of  such that 
.Since  
and since if  ,  and  the endpoints of  are in , we get 
that y is not a fixed point of . 
We may assume that .To prove this, we assume that . Then 
. Hence  . Since  is a periodic orbit of period 
 and by the hypothesis for each  ,there are no elements of P in 
,we get that .Suppose that .Then .Since  and 
, n is not multiple of k .Since , where  is the length of  and 
, we get . Since , where  is the length of  and . 
and  and .Then from(4) . Also since  for 
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any positive integer , and  , where  is the length 
of  and .Therefore by(  the endpoints of  are in  ,if b is an 
endpoint of , either or  where  is the length of  and ) 
for any positive integer  ,  is not an endpoint of any of the arcs  . 
It follow from this and  for  ,and from the 
fact,
 
that y is a periodic point of period n. 
 
Theorem 3.8 
Suppose  be a continuous map . Suppose f has a fixed point and a 
periodic point of period n for some odd integer .Then for every integer m>n , f 
has a periodic point of period m. 
Proof: Since  has a periodic points of period n .Then  has a periodic orbit 
 of  of period . Suppose is labeled in order and let 
 be the arcs determined by . Since  has a fixed point q. Suppose that 
.By proposition 3.6 ,we suppose that for some , -covers 
. 
Let  and .We have two cases . 
Case 1: either covers  or covers . 
Suppose that covers . Since and the arc 
 with .Therefore by proposition 3.2 
covers  and covers each arc  with .We 
will use proposition 3.7 from now to prove the conclusion of the theorem and by 
induction on  . 
Now suppose that for some ,  covers  . For  , 
 and  such that (1) , there are no element of P in  
,2) , 3) the endpoint of  is in  , 4) Since q is an endpoints of  , 
then   , 5) for each , -covers , 6)  -covers  and  -
covers .Therefore by proposition 3.7 ,  has a periodic point of period m. 
Thus we suppose that for all , does not f-covers  .Since  
covers  for some , this implies that and hence 
. For k=3. Since . Let v be the smallest integer such that 
 for some integer v with  and if necessary that 
 . Let . Since  does not -covers , by 
proposition3.1 ,proposition3.2 ,  f-covers  . Hence for each integer s 
with ,  f-covers  .Note that by choice of  and , 
.Suppose that for some positive integer s with ,  -covers 
. Let  , and .Then by proposition 3.7 ,  has 
a periodic point of period m. In the same way the theorem hold for , by using 
the fact that for some ,  -covers , eventually we get a 
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collection of closed arcs  with , such that (1),(2),(3)and (4) from 
proposition3.7 .Then ,  has a periodic point of period m. 
Case (2):  does not covers  or  does not  covers . 
Then by proposition3.1  covers  and covers .We 
claim that  covers .To see that , note that since  covers 
 , there is a point  such that  but 
.Since  and .Then by proposition3.1  
covers  or  covers  .Since by the assumption  does 
not covers .By proposition3.2  does not covers  and hence 
 covers  .Then by the definition 2.2 , there is  such that 
 and so .Suppose that , .Since 
 where  is the length of  and , then , by continuity , 
for some  ,either or  .Since , it follows from 
the choice of  that . Hence . It follows from the choice of e, that 
 is a proper closed arc on S and  is an endpoint of . Also  
 and . Then either  or . 
If .Then by the prove of proposition3.2 and using the fact  
. We have  covers  . Since .Thus by 
proposition3.2 -covers  which contradiction the assumption . Hence 
.Since . Then by proposition3.2 -covers 
.Therefore  - covers  . 
We shall prove that our claim holds if  for some . Hence 
suppose that .We prove that - covers  ,if  for some 
. Hence suppose that . 
Since covers , there is a point  such that 
,but .In the same way of the proof of 
, we can proof that .Also we suppose that 
( by the same way) to see that we may assume that . 
Thus  .Since .Therefore - covers . Since  
covers , - covers .We use the prove of proposition 3.7 and 
induction on n .Since  covers , -covers .Then by 
proposition 3.2 for each integer  with  or , -covers 
.  
Suppose that for some integer  with  or , -
covers . For  , let  and . Thus from (1),(2),(3) and (4) from 
proposition 3.7 hold . So suppose that for each integer  with  or 
,  does not  –covers . Since -covers  , for some integer  
with  or ,this implies that . 
Since either  or  . Then 
 is a periodic orbit and  and use the fact that n is odd in the case 
  .We suppose that  . Let r be the smallest positive 
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integer such that . Since  does not -covers .Then 
 and -covers the arc  . Hence -covers the arc 
. Let . Then  and -covers each arc with 
.  
Suppose for some integer with , -covers . For , 
and . Thus (1),(2),(3) and (4) of proposition 3.7 hold . By 
the same way we can prove that for  ,using the fact that for some 
-covers , we eventually obtain a collection of closed arcs 
 with  such that (1),(2),(3)and (4) of proposition 3.7 hold . Then 
,  has a periodic point of period . 
Proposition 3.9 
Let  be a continuous map . Suppose that  have periodic points of period r and s 
where r and s are odd ,  .Then  is infinite . 
Proof: Let  such that  .Suppose . Let .Then H has a fixed 
point say p and for some integer   , H has a periodic point of period m say q .Then 
, where  is the length of  and  and 
 , where  is the length of  and .Then by theorem3.8 
the set of period of H is infinite, and hence  is infinite. 
Proposition 3.10  
Suppose  be a continuous map and  is finite .Then for some integers  
 with and , . 
Proof: Let r be the smallest period of  such that , where  is the 
length of  and . Since the set of period is finite , it enough to prove that if 
has periodic point q of period k of such that , where  is the 
length of  and .Then  for some . 
Let q be a periodic point of period k . Let  where  is odd ,  and 
, and let  where  is odd , .Then 
, where  is the length of  and  and  
 .Let v be the largest element of  and . 
Then by theorem 3.8 is finite and  and  and  are odd .By proposition 
3.9 .Since r is the smallest period of  and  , we have .Let 
.Then  and  
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